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Texts (Rissanen et al. ????)??????????????fast?????ME 









?? Allerton (????) ???Unfortunately neither the syntactic nor the semantic 








(?)  I greatly admire his paintings. (verb modifi er) 
(?)  The play was a terrible success. (noun modifi er) 
(?)  The article was extremely interesting. (adjective modifi er) 
(?)  He was driving very quickly. (adverb modifi er) 
(?)  He is much in favour of the US attack on Afghanistan. (PP modifi er) ?
(Méndez-Naya ????: ???)
??????????????????????????????????
???????????????Klein (????), Biber et al (????)??????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????Lorenz ????, Quirk ??????Quirk et al 
(????)????????????????????amplifi ers? downtoners
???????? amplifi ers?maximizers? boosters????????????
downtoners? approximators, compromisers, diminishers, minimizers????
????????????????????? ??????????????
???? booster????????????????????????????
maximizer?absolutely, completely, entirely, totally?????????????







? degree adverbs??? intensifying adverbs? weakening adverbs????




Quirk???????? amplifi er????weakening adverbs? downtoner?
??????????????????? intensifying adverbs??????
? swithe? fast??????????????
?Swithe (Swithely).?  From OE swiþe ?strong.? In the meaning ?extremely, 
very much, very? this adverb is the most popular intensifier of adjectives, 
adverbs, and verbs in OE and early ME. ...swiþe begins to give way to 
other intensifying adverbs, notably full, well, and right, in connection with 
adjectives and adverbs, and to much and greatly in connection with verbs. 
In the second half of the ??th century swithe is only occasionally found, and 
after ???? it is no longer recorded as an intensifying adverb. (Mustanoja 
????: ???)
?FAST(E).? ? The original meaning of this adverb is ?immovably, fi rmly.? In 
many cases its original modal function passes into an intensifying use, as in 
fast asleep and fast by (e.g., the Tabard faste by the Belle, Ch. CT A Prol. ???), 
and in conjunction with verbs (she faste Ay biddynge in hire orisons ful faste, 
Ch. CT G SN ???). (Mustanoja ????: ???)
swithe? OE???? ?strong? ??????????extremely, very much, very?
?????????????OE???????????????????












(Historical Thesaurus of Oxford English Dictionary)????????????
??????? ?????????????????????fast??????
????????????? ??? HTOED?????????? OED??
?????????????????OED?? fast?ME????????
?????? ?earnestly, diligently? ???????????????????
???intensive? ????????????????????????????
HTOED?? fast? intensifi er????????????????????? 
swithe???? fast?????? HTOED?? intensive adverbs??????
???????????OED?? swithe????????????????
????
OED, s.v. swithe, adv.  
? ?. Qualifying a fi nite verb or a participle: Strongly, forcibly; very greatly, 
very much, extremely, excessively; in superl. most, most especially.
? ?. Qualifying an adj. or adv.: Excessively, extremely, very. Obs.






MED s.v. swithe, adv.?a
As an intensive or an adv. of degree modifying a finite verb or ppl. [the 
meaning is largely contextual, and the precise gloss is determined by the 
verb being modifi ed]
MED s.v. faste, adv. ?
??
As an intensive, with various verbs: (a) (strike stamp, knock) vigorously, 
hard; (b) (eat, sing, weep, play, talk, tell lies, argue) steadily, hard, much; 
(give) freely, much; (prosper) greatly; (c) (sleep) soundly; ben faste on 
slepe (aslepe), be fast asleep; (d) (burn, rain, thunder, bleed) hard, much.
MED? fast????? ?as an intensive? ????????????????
OED???  HTOED? fast?ME??????? ?earnestly, diligently? ???





?????? ?modal-to-intensifi er shift? (Partington ????: ???)??? ????
???????? ??????ME? fast????????????? modal 
function??????????????????????fast?ME????

























??? ful?????????? swithe?ME???????????? ful?
???????????Helsinki Corpus?????????????Méndez-
Naya (????)???? ?????????M? (????-????)??M? (????-????)
???? ful? swithe?????M? (????-????)?? swithe????????
??????????????





??????????? ??a, b??????????? swithe?fast????
? ?????????????????????swithe??????Méndez-
Naya (????)????????????????????????fast???






???? ??? Helsinki Corpus?????????????? fast???
??????????????????fast?????????M? ??M?
???????????????????? ???????????????
?fi rmly,? ?intensive/rapidly,? ?close,? ?soon/immediately? ? ? ?????????
? ? a   Data for swithe and fast as intensive adverbs, raw numbers and normalized 
frequencies per ??,??? words
O2 O3 O4 M1 M2 M3 M4 E1 E2 E3
swithe+vb.




4.67 4.49 8.16 5.66 3.59 0.21 0.14 0.05
fast+vb.




0.14 0.88 8 1.89 2.1 2.1 0.52 1.1























?????M? ??M? ???? fast??????? swithe?????M? ?

































In its extreme form, delexicalization can be defi ned as the reduction of the 
independent lexical content of a word, or group of words, so that it comes to 
fulfi l a particular function but has no meaning apart from this to contribute 
to the phrase in which it occurs. For example, very adds little independent 




Lorenz (????) ? ?intensifi ers have become delexicalised, in some cases to the 

























swithe? ?strongly/violently? ?? ?very/very much? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????
???Méndez-Naya ????; Tagliamonte ????????????????????
??????????swithe????ME????????? fast?????
???????????fast??????????????????????
? ?  OED, s.v. swithe 
Beowulf 
-????
? ?. Qualifying a fi nite verb or a participle: Strongly, forcibly; very greatly, 
very much, extremely, excessively; in superl. most, most especially.
??? 
-c????
? ?. Qualifying an adj. or adv.: Excessively, extremely, very. Obs.
c???? 
-????
?. Quickly, without delay, forthwith, instantly, immediately, directly, at once. 
Also as int. = Quick! hence! away! Now arch. or dial.
c???? 
-????
?. At a rapid rate, very quickly, swiftly, rapidly. Now arch. or dial.
a???? 
-a????








???? OED?? ??? ?quickly? ????Méndez-Naya (????)? swithe??
??? ?quickly? ??????????????????????
Bermen, bermen, hider swiþe! 
Porters, porters, here quickly!    
(QM?_NI_ROM_HAVEL: ??)
In fact, ?quickly? is the only possible interpretation of swiþe in construction 
with verbs in the examples extracted from M?, M?, M? and E?, which shows 
that after ???? its former primary function, verb degree modifier, was no 
longer available. The number of corpus examples in which swiþe can be 
glossed as ?quickly? amounts to ??. (Méndez-Naya ????: ???)
?? ?????? swithe???????? ?quickly? ?????????????
?????????????????????????? ?quickly? ????
?????Méndez-Naya (????)? ?The shift seems to have been from ?move? 
swiþe ?strongly, powerfully, vigorously, violently? > ?move quickly?, a change which 
closely parallels that undergone by fast.? (???)?????????? ?rapidly? ?
??????????????????????????? run?????
?????????????????? ????swithe???????????
?? ?quickly? ???????Méndez-Naya (????)? ?The meaning ?quickly?, 
which was at the beginning clearly context-dependent, soon became inherent to 
the adverb? (???)?????quickly? ????????????????????







M? ?? E? ????????????????????????????
?????? ??a, b?????????????? ??? fast???? ?fi rmly,? 
?rapidly?????????????? ?intensive,? ?close,? ?soon/immediately???
????????temporal deixis???????????? ? ? ???????






? ? b?????????????????????????? fast???





? ? a  Semantic change of fast, frequencies for the ? different meanings (M?-E?)





































































????????????????? ?fi rmly? ???????????????




???? fast????????????????????? EModE? ???

























































? PP modifi er? prepositional modifi er????
? ???maximizer?booster?????????????????????They 
[utterly/violently] detested him.? ?????????utterly? ? ?violently? ??
?????????????????????????Quirk et al: ????
? fast?????? HTOED?? ?the mind » emotion or feeling » courage » 
bravery or boldness » in a brave manner? ????????????????
???? ?the external word? ????????????fast???????
??????????????????
? MED??????????????????????????????
swithe? ?as an Intensive or adverb of degree? ?????????????
fast? ?as an intensive with various verbs? ???adverb of degree? ?????
??????????
? Mustanoja (????)?????? ?modal adverb? ????????????
Partington (????)???? ?modal? ??????????????????
?????? ?modal? ?????????manner adverb? ????????
???????????????
? OE??????????????????????Méndez-Naya ????; 
Tagliamonte ????; Peters ???? ????
? Helsinki Corpus??????????????O? (-???), ?,??? words; O? 
(???-???), ??,??? words; O? (???-????), ???,??? words; O? (????-????), ??,??? 
words; M? (????-????), ???,??? words; M? (????-????), ??,??? words; M? 
(????-????), ???,??? words; M? (????-????), ???,??? words; E? (????-????), 
???,??? words, E? (????-????), ?????? words; E? (????-????), ?????? words. 
? ?? fast?????????? OED?? fast? ?earnestly, diligently? ???





?? ???Méndez-Naya (????)??????? OED???????OED??
?????????????????????? ?a change which closely 
parallels that undergone by fast (see OED s.v. fast adv. ?a): to run fast ?hard, 
??
fi rmly? > to run fast ?quickly?? (???)??????????fast? ?a????
??? fast? ?fi rmly? ?? ?rapidly? ???????????run hard???
????????????? ?hard? ?Méndez-Naya??????????
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The study of intensifi ers has long been a popular topic in English historical lin-
guistics and much scholarly attention has been attracted to its process of gram-
maticalization and delexicalization (Sinclair ????; Partington ????; Lorenz ????). 
As Lorenz (????) points out that ?there is a pertinent link between the stylistic 
qualities of hyperbole and expressivity on the one hand, and novelty in language 
on the other? (???), intensifi ers can be said to be prone to replaced by new ones 
since intensifi cation or exaggeration cannot reside in the same word. Most previ-
ous studies have thus focused on its grammaticalization process and its frequent 
renewal tendency, and less attention has been paid to the meaning developed after 
delexicalization. The aim of this paper is to trace the semantic development of two 
intensive adverbs, swithe and fast, and to show that they have undergone the paral-
lel process of lexicalization after they enjoyed status as intensifi ers. 
The article is organized as follows. Section ? will introduce a brief methodology 
of this study. Section ? defi nes the sense of ?intensifi er? in this paper, examining 
the defi nitions among previous scholars and in OED and MED. Section ? will trace 
the rise and fall of swithe and fast as intensive adverbs, and compare their frequen-
cies in detail with the data in Helsinki Corpus. Section ? focuses on the process of 
Sayaka Ogasawara
Delexicalization and Lexicalization in Intensive Adverbs: 
The Case of Swithe and Fast
??
lexicalization in swithe and fast. Section ?.? clarifi es the meaning of delexicalization 
and lexicalization, and explains the importance of paying particular attention to the 
process of lexicalization in intensifi ers. Section ?.? will illustrate the lexicalization 
process through the examination of the corpus data especially on the semantic 
changes of fast, compared to those for swithe as illustrated by Méndez-Naya (????). 
It is often said that most intensifi ers have experienced a shift ?from modal to 
intensifi er? (Lorenzs ????), in other words, they lost their original content mean-
ing, and are delexicalized to some extent or completely. Delexicalization and gram-
maticalization are terms that focus on the meaning shift from concrete to abstract, 
or in Lorenz?s words, from modal to intensifi er. However, when we pay attention 
to the last meaning that intensifi ers developed and the whole process that they 
underwent, it can be said that more intensifi ers have changed their meaning from 
abstract to concrete as lexical items. This article will give a new insight into se-
mantic change in intensive adverbs with a concrete > abstract > concrete recycling 
semantic nature.
